In this paper, the classifiers for land/water and natural land/artificial land combined the texture measures with spectral analysis for remote sensing images have been built. The specific recognition has been designed in order to take advantages of both analyses. Moreover, coastal line development analysis, the length or ratio of natural/artificial seacoast, could be calculated automatically. The use of red/infrared spectral analysis refines the boundary of classes; meanwhile the merging of co-occurrence matrix texture analysis and spectral information has improved the accuracy of the three-class labeling.
Introduction
Machine interpretation using pattern recognition technique for Remote Sensing (RS) images could not only liberate plenty of human resources, but improve results on the efficiency in certain aspects.
Classifying various land cover, such as soil, trees, grass, naked rock, river, or sea in remote sensing images, is a fairly significant research in remote sensing imagery understanding. The remotely sensed images, which characterize the differential of land cover types, are obtained from the transform of the response reflecting varies band of electromagnetic radiation. Evidences distinguishing these coverings on land could be the differentia of pixel grey level and that of the homogeneity as well in the images. By computer-aided labeling each pixel or homogeneity region with corresponding properties, interested images or parts of the image in study could be interpreted specifically and effectively.
For remotely sensed images purposes, texture is a measure of the spatial variation of digital image spectral brightness or digital number (DN) [1] . It is a great impelling and fictile feature and tool that most of studies experiment use it in variation ways. Haralick gives the following definition of texture in 1979 [2] , "Image texture is described by the number and types of its primitives and the spatial organization or layout of its primitives. The spatial organisation may be random, may have a pairwise dependence of one primitive on a neighbouring primitive, or may have a dependence of a primitive at a time. The dependence may be structural, probabilistic or functional".
It is suggested that the most practical approach is to analyze each data type separately, by techniques optimized to that data's characteristics, and then to fuse at the label level [1] . Synergy between spatial variability (e.g., texture) and spectral brightness (e.g., tone) has great potential to overcome the problem of misclassification of land cover in fine spatial resolution imagery [3] . In this paper, the land-type and watertype patterns in remote sensing images are interested and distinguished by texture feature, the grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), and spectral information, the red-light and infrared band, analyzing respectively. Followed by the combination of the two results, type-labeling and conclusion are made.
Land/Water Spectral Data Analysis
Deep water or clear water generally takes on the color of blue or glaucous. The blue or green band reflectivity of the water is about 4%~5%. Compared to it, that of the red light drops to 2%~3%, while the incidence energy of near infra red (IR) and shortwave IR are almost absorbed entirely. On the other hand, the red and IR spectral on vegetation, soil and naked rock are reflected in an obviously degree.
Moreover, there are textures on land covering, caused by urban establishment or natural objects, such as roads, buildings, rivers or woods, which could be extracted from various types of cities or vegetations. But the similar features are hardly gotten from water type coverings, especially from equable seas, lakes or rivers. Therefore, merging spectral features and textural information in a way could effectively and exactly label the land and water regions in remote sensing images.
Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix
Pixel pairs with equable or unequal grey level, which are apart at a distance in a 3-dimension gray-level space, must abide by a certain statistical rule of united distribution. If the regularity of any pair of the pixels has been found in an image, it is out of question good for image measure and textural analysis.
Grey level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) proposed by Haralick et al. in 1973 turned out to be one of the important textural measure tool. It has been applied in several remote sensing applications [4] . Based on the second order conditional probability density function, GLCM reflects the integrated information of direction, distance, range or speed of varying in an image by calculating the relativity of any pair of points in a direction at a distance.
Angular second moment, contrast, correlation, sum variance, sum average, entropy, sum entropy, difference entropy, dissimilarity etc are the textural features could be obtained from GLCM, which describe relation between different pixels and does not over-emphasize field boundaries. Meanwhile, these features are sensitive to directionality but not to noise [4] . Whereas, they are computationally intensive and of similarity among the statistics derived from co-occurrence matrix
The matrix records the numbers of pixels with a grey scale i which are separated from pixels with a grey scale j by a particular distance and direction. Assume , x y axes are the coordinates of image I , z indicates the grey level of pixels, then we have:
( , ),( , ) k l m n --Coordinates of pixels to be measured. 
where # is the number of elements in set G and P is the matrix of GLCM of corresponding direction. It is obviously that these matrixes are symmetrical ones, namely , , , ( , , , )
In this paper, the following processes are taken to extract the remotely sensed image textural information: 5. Traversal the whole image to get the textural features in the window, and make it as the centre pixel's feature. In this paper, the grey-level was compressed to 8; to balance the computational intensive and the performance of class labeling, the size of window is fixed to11 11 × . Meanwhile, the said features extracted from GLCM, in which the redundancy and repetitious data exist unavoidably, could express certain textural information. Not all but several of them, such as angular second moment, contrast, correlation and the inverse difference moment features based on GLCM, are used as perfectly representative and independence textural parameters [6] . They also have good performance in this paper.
Spectrum Feature Extraction and Training
When reflect red/infra-red band, water gives pretty low reflection rate, while land covers with abundant light supply (non-shadow region) showed generally high rate.
Distill the red/infra-red measure from each of the land/water training samples and get average and extremums of each image. The bold-face numbers in TABLE I are respectively the average of minimum average of land samples, 27.2774; that of maximum average of land samples, 178.7181; that of minimum average of water samples, 7.4523; that of maximum average of water samples, 27.3615.
The average of minimum average of land samples is nearly equal to the average of maximum average of water samples. In the subset of training samples, which is showed in TABLE I and Fig.1 and Fig.2 , the value is about 27. It could be test and set as threshold in the task of land/water region recognition.
Under the whole training set, in which 39/52 water/land-region samples are included, the threshold gather statistics as 32. With it, almost all the water could be recognized with red-light spectral information.
Two classifiers, in which GLCM and spectral features are used respectively, have been built based on the least error rate Bayesian discriminant function with multi-normal distribution:
where, i is the tag of class, 0,1 i = ; T is the transposition of matrix, i ∑ is covariance matrix, ( ) i p ω is prior probability of
μ is the average vector.
Ignoring the items unrelated with class i , the function is as follow: where σ is the average of inner-class feature standard deviation. It is usually assumed in remotely sensing application that the possibilities observed classes is equal [7] . Thus the classifier could be further simplified as:
whereσ is the average of inner-class feature standard deviation. It is usually assumed in remotely sensing application that the possibilities ob-served classes is equal [7] . Thus the classifier could be further simplified as:
The training stage has been carrying out separately. Testing sample is 100 images in which water/land patterns coexisted. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 give part of demonstrations of testing result.
Shadow or rather smooth regions in land image are generally labeled as water because of the sparseness of textural measure, while the land regions under clear or shallow water are prone to be recognized as land. Fig.3 c is the result that classifier with only texture feature would make.
It is obviously to find that the island area including the underwater part had been labeled as land in Fig. 3 c) . Moreover, the lake on the land in Fig. 4 has been labeled as land and that spectral classifier keep it faithfully.
The d) in the figures is the merging result of the b) and c). From the final result, the refined boundary owing to spectral classifier is fairly good, and small regions of water or land are also retained correctly. 
Coastal Land Cover Distinguish And Analysis
Monitoring landscape changes near coastal area allow human find out the environmental transformations at local, regional, even global scales.
The following tablets are the parts of the two classes' samples cut from coastal RS images. See Fig. 5 a) After the Land/Water analysis, Fig. 6 , the boundary could be clear and the length of coastal line could obtain easily, e.g. by counting the pixel number of the boundary. To distinguish the type of land cover near the water, a zonal boundary was made extending on the black area (the land area), see the grey point in Fig.7 . The width of the zone is about one eighth or one tenth of the images size. It depends on the interesting area scope. The zonal boundary, as the target, was input into the second classifier which is the same as the land/water classifier but trained by the coastal land cover samples in Fig. 5 , with the threshold of 16.7 getting from the 54 and 38 samples of urban and natural land. After determination and labeling, the ratio of natural/urban zonal area has been calculated.
However, for the area that is amphibolous, no matter what scale researchers take for consideration, the spatial scales or temporal ones, natural-area and urban area are usually confusion with each other in that textural or homogeneity information is unconvincing in land class labeling. Machinery interpretation of RS images requires an evolution of remote sensing and Geographic Information Systems technology which has allowed for many types of data integration.
